Abstract-A novel generalized channel estimation scheme without the need of matrix inversion or iterative operations is proposed for single input single output (SISO)/multiple input single output (MISO) digital terrestrial multimedia broadcasting (DTMB) system, adopting the time-domain synchronous orthogonal frequency division multiplexing technology. Simultaneously exploiting time domain correlation channel estimation and the constant coefficients of the imperfect autocorrelation of m-sequence, a simple and generalized closed-form solution related to each channel tap can be acquired by solving the constructed linear equations. On the basis of the specified frame head structure for the SISO DTMB system, quasi-orthogonal frame head sequences over multiple antennas are designed by employing different cyclic shifts of m-sequence. In addition, in order to effectively recover the transmitted signal in the frequency domain, the tail cancelation and cyclic reconstruction process is elaborated primarily for MISO systems. It is shown that, for the SISO DTMB system, the implementation complexity of the intersymbol interference cancelation (ISIC) of the proposed approach is reduced by approximately 90% over the existing iterative scheme, and for the MISO DTMB system, the implementation complexity of the proposed scheme with the co-channel interference cancelation (CCIC) and ISIC dramatically decreases compared with the existing scheme. Simulation results validate that the proposed channel estimation scheme can achieve almost the same performance as the existing 
I. Introduction
O RTHOGONAL frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is one of the most commonly applied techniques for the digital television terrestrial broadcasting systems as well as for currently evolving 3G and 4G wireless communication systems. European Digital Video Broadcasting for Terrestrial Television (DVB-T) Standard [1] adopts the conventional OFDM with cyclic prefix (CP). Here, CP not only can be viewed as the guard interval to preclude the intersymbol interference from the adjacent OFDM symbols but also can convert linear convolution through channel propagation into circular convolution. However, the CP consists of unknown data, so it is difficult to be employed for channel estimation and synchronization. Consequently, some known training sequences have been used to replace the CP, which can also contribute to the remarkable increase in spectral efficiency. In view of this viewpoint, time-domain synchronous OFDM (TDS-OFDM) with pseudo-noise (PN) sequences acting as the guard interval between the OFDM data symbols has been introduced as one of the key technologies of Chinese Digital Terrestrial Multimedia Broadcasting (DTMB) Standard [2] , [3] .
Furthermore, the overwhelming advantages of multiple antennas have received tremendous attention by the academic and industry communities over the past decade. Space-time technologies are appealing in achieving not only diversity 0018-9316/$31.00 c 2012 IEEE gain but also spectral efficiency. Specifically, DVB-T2 [4] announced by European Telecommunication Standard Institute (ESTI), USA's next generation broadcast television ATSC [5] , and Japan's next generation standard ISDB-T2 [6] have conducted some research and application on space diversity technologies. For the broadcast networks, transmit diversity deployed at the transmit side is more attractive compared to receive diversity. As anticipated, the research on transmit diversity for Chinese next generation DTMB system is becoming an inevitable and thriving development trend. In what follows, for simplicity of notation, we term the current Chinese TDS-OFDM based DTMB system and the future Chinese transmit diversity TDS-OFDM based DTMB system as Single Input Single Output (SISO) and Multiple Input Single Output (MISO) DTMB systems, respectively.
In practice, for most wireless communication systems, the accurate channel state information (CSI) plays an important role in precisely recovering the transmitted data in various channel propagation circumstances. Thus, our objective of this paper is to explore a novel channel estimation techniques with both low complexity and excellent performance for SISO/MISO DTMB systems. Taking advantage of the known training sequences, a variety of channel estimation approaches have been proposed for SISO DTMB system [7] - [11] . Most of these works focus on time domain correlation channel estimation due to its convenient implementation in practical application. Owing to the residual intersymbol interference (ISI) caused by imperfect autocorrelation of m-sequence, the initial correlation channel estimation tends to be inaccurate. [7] proposes an iterative 'correlation reshape (CR)' algorithm to counteract the ISI aiming at enhancing the accuracy of initial estimation. However, this iterative approach increases the computational complexity. When channel delay spread is longer than the maximum length of prefix plus postfix in the frame head, in order to avoid the iterative interference cancellation between the channel estimation and data symbols, a lowcomplexity channel estimation method is proposed in [8] by constructing specific correlation windows. [9] and [10] further propose an iterative channel estimation scheme by combining the estimation results from time domain PN sequence with those from the OFDM data symbols to achieve high accuracy. Specifically, time domain correlation [9] or frequency domain least square (LS) [10] channel estimation is adopted for the received PN sequence while frequency domain LS channel estimation and Wiener filtering are exploited for the received data symbols; next, the weighted combination of both channel estimation is used for the data-aided channel estimation refinement in next iteration. The iterative channel estimation in [11] is realized via seven steps and many iterations. However, the computation overheads of the aforementioned algorithms are still high for practical SISO systems.
Compared with channel estimation for SISO DTMB system, channel estimation for MISO DTMB system is more challenging on account of the coexistence of ISI in the time dimension and cochannel interference (CCI) in the space dimension. Several transmit diversity schemes for MISO DTMB system have been investigated in [12] - [18] . In [12] , an orthogonal sequence with perfect crosscorrelation and almost perfect autocorrelation characteristic is designed and a frequency-domain channel estimation method is presented. In [13] , the space-time shifted training sequence design based on constant amplitude zero autocorrelation (CAZAC) across multiple transmit antennas and time-domain correlation channel estimation are addressed for transmit diversity TDS-OFDM based system over doubly selective channels. An architecture of TDS-OFDM system proposed in [14] utilizes the space-time encoder across two adjacent OFDM symbols and space-frequency encoder across two adjacent subcarriers, after the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) operation at the transmitter for single frequency network, to acquire the potential diversity gain. [15] approximates the m-sequence as the ideal Kronecker delta function by neglecting the interference induced by the imperfect cross-correlation property of m-sequence, which causes inaccurate channel estimation especially in high SNR regions for multiple antennas system. [17] devises the orthogonal training sequences with zero cross correlation among different antennas to facilitate the channel estimation in the frequency domain. Additionally, in order to eliminate the interference iteratively between training sequence and data symbols, the frequent time-frequency domain transformation and interference reconstruction are required by virtue of the estimated channel. However, the price the system performance improvement paid for is the huge computational burden. The literature [16] , [18] utilize iterative channel estimation to eliminate the ISI and CCI, which incurs the high processing complexity at the receivers.
In this paper, we concentrate on a low-complexity channel estimation technique without iterative interference cancellation, which is suitable for SISO DTMB system as well as transmit diversity MISO DTMB system. The major contributions of this paper lie in the design of frame head sequences and the acquisition of a simple and generalized analytical solution to channel estimation for SISO/MISO DTMB systems, which conveniently maintains the backward compatibility from SISO DTMB system to MISO DTMB system. Additionally, capitalizing on the estimated channel, the TCCR algorithm is described in detail. In comparison with the existing methods with the iterative interference cancellation, the proposed algorithm can achieve the comparable mean squared error (MSE) and bit error rate (BER) performances with a substantial reduction in computational complexity.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II gives the detailed descriptions of both the frame structure and the frame head sequence design for TDS-OFDM based SISO/MISO DTMB systems. In Section III, the proposed channel estimation method and TCCR algorithm are presented for SISO DTMB system and MISO DTMB system, respectively. Moreover, the computational complexity of the proposed channel estimation is compared with the existing schemes. The superior MSE and BER performances of the proposed scheme are shown by numerical simulations based on MATLAB Simulink platforms of SISO/MISO DTMB systems in Section IV. Section V gives a summary of the whole paper.
Notation: denotes the modular Q operation. a p , [A] p,q , and diag(a) are used to indicate the pth element of the vector a, the (p, q)th element of the matrix A, and a diagonal matrix with a on its diagonal, respectively. I N and 1 N stand for an N × N identity matrix and an N × N matrix of all ones, respectively. We use ⊗ to represent the linear convolution operation. |z| denotes the absolute value (or modulus) of a complex number z. Additionally, E(·) denotes expectation operation and a 2 denotes the Euclidean norm of the vector a.
II. System Structure

A. Frame Structure of SISO DTMB System
The frame structure of TDS-OFDM system is depicted in Fig. 1(a) . Each OFDM frame consists of a frame head and a frame body, where the frame head contains one length-Q = 255 basic PN sequence, its appended cyclic prefix, and cyclic postfix. The frame head is used for channel estimation and synchronization while frame body is composed of L b = 3780 modulated data symbols like QPSK, 16QAM or 64QAM corresponding to various transmission modes.
PN guard interval with the length L h = 420 served as frame head is composed of a prefix, m-sequence with length Q = 255 denoted as PN255 and a postfix as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The last L pre = 82 symbols of PN255 are viewed as the prefix and the first L post = 83 symbols of PN255 are served as the postfix. Note that m-sequence is assumed to have been modulated by BPSK.
B. Frame Structure of MISO DTMB System
Suppose MISO system is equipped with M transmit antennas and one receive antenna with the frame structure on each antenna equivalent to SISO DTMB system. Fig. 2 illustrates Fig. 2 reduces to a SISO DTMB system. Actually, the modified Alamouti code is a kind of spacefrequency coding. Take two transmit antennas for example, the data transmitted from antenna 1 and 2 are a m,n , a m,n+1 and −a * m,n+1 , a * m,n , respectively, wherein, a m,n denotes the symbol of the frame body over subcarrier n for TDS-OFDM symbol m from transmitter antenna i(i = 1, 2); At the receiver end, the corresponding modified Alamouti decoder is employed while frequency domain equalization is used for SISO DTMB systems.
C. Frame Head Sequence Design
We assume the maximum channel length L is known, which in fact can be obtained by the non-pilot-aided estimation method [19] or training sequence based method [20] . For SISO DTMB systems, the frame head is determined as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) , observed from which, the maximum channel impulse response length L that the time domain correlation or frequency domain LS approach can accurately estimate is equal to L pre + L post = 165 under the condition of no interference from data symbol. When L is greater than 165, the interference from data symbol is severe and the decision directed interference cancellation is required to perform iteratively [7] . In practice, this complicated case is avoidable by modifying the length of frame head. Therefore, we focus on how to improve the accuracy of channel estimation without the assistance of data symbols.
The objective of frame head sequence design for MISO DTMB system is to minimize the mutual interference between adjacent transmit antennas. It is difficult and complicated to design the training sequences completely orthogonal to each other. In spite of the imperfect autocorrelation property, msequence is quasi-orthogonal and convenient to obtain. Hence we sufficiently exploit the property of m-sequence and attempt to construct the quasi-orthogonal m-sequences for different antennas used for correlation based channel estimation, which can be realized by different cyclic shifts of the original msequence, since m-sequences with different circular shifts are still m-sequences. The PN255 sequence in the middle of frame head at transmitted antenna m is denoted as PN m with length Q = 255. With cyclic prefix and post-fix appended, the frame head sequence FH m with length L h at transmit antenna m can be represented as
where
In what follows, the frame head sequence design for MISO DTMB system can be implemented by taking the following steps: first, successively construct the PN255 sequence of each antenna. More straightforwardly, these constraint conditions for MISO DTMB system can be summarized as
Obviously, when
, which specifies the maximum channel length L to be estimated when Q and M is given. Here · amounts to the floor function in MATLAB.
III. Proposed Channel Estimation Method
A. Proposed Channel Estimation Method for SISO DTMB Systems
Consider the quasi-static channel, i.e. the channel remains invariant within one OFDM symbol and varies from one OFDM symbol to another OFDM symbol, the channel tap gain vector for the wireless broadband channel can be expressed as
where h( ), = 0, · · · , L − 1 denotes the gain of the th channel tap.
After the transmit signal s(n) passes through the channel, the received signal at time instant n is expressed as
where v(n) denotes additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance σ 2 . In order to improve the estimation flexibility and accuracy, the correlation window concept in [8] is applied to our scheme. The received signal y(n), n ∈ [k 0 , k 0 +Q−1] in the frame head is utilized to make a correlation with a locally generated msequence defined as
where k 0 indicates the beginning index of the selected correlation window. As a result, the circular cross correlation between y(n), n ∈ [k 0 , k 0 + Q − 1] and the known m-sequence P(n) can be calculated as
Note that the received signals within the correlation window correspond to the PN255 sequence when k 0 = L pre , while those correspond to the PN255 − 2 sequence when k 0 = L pre + L post as shown in Fig. 1(b) . In principle, k 0 is allowed to take any integer between L pre and L pre + L post .
Equation (4) can be further formulated as
Provided that the transmitted signal satisfies the following condition:
Hence, (5) can be rewritten by
It is worth noting that (6) guarantees that the received symbols located in the correlation window are just subject to the interference resulting from the frame head sequence, and are not contaminated by the interference of data symbols of the previous and current frame body.
The autocorrelation function R pp (n) of m-sequence has the following well-known property:
Based on the descriptions mentioned above, if the noise and the residual ISI due to the imperfect autocorrelation of msequence are neglected, the roughly estimated channel impulse response is given bŷ
Obviously, the estimated channel by (6) is inaccurate. If we utilize the residual ISI rather than ignore it, the more accurate channel estimation can be obtained. The iterative 'CR' algorithm in [4] removes the ISI iteratively but it is complex due to a number of iterations. In what follows, a simple and accurate channel estimation approach excluding the iterations is introduced. Expanding (7) and stacking all the correlation values into a vector yields
Then, treating R and h as the output and the input, respectively, leads to the following linear equation
where M is an L × L system matrix which is represented as
and the noise vector
By means of the simple linear transformation, it is easy to obtain the solution of the constructed linear equation (10) . However, to make the mathematical derivations more intuitive, this solution can also be derived from another perspective [21] . Note that the system matrix M is a special circulant matrix in which the summation of each column or each row is identical. By utilizing an important property of the circulant matrix in that it can be diagonalized by Fourier matrix F [22] , M can be decomposed as
where the (t, q)th entry of F is represented as [F] 
are the eigenvalues of M which can be obtained via the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the first row elements of M, namely, the eigenvalue
From (12), the inverse of M is available without the need for prohibitive inversion operations, namely
. . .
The explicit derivation of (14) is provided in the appendix.
Applying (10) and (14), the closed-form solution of the estimated channel impulse response in a LS sense turns out to beĥ
It can be seen from (27) that the proposed channel estimation scheme is fast and simple without requiring the complicated matrix inversion and redundant iterative cancellation.
There are several special cases to be discussed. When Q is far greater than L, G approximates an identity matrix
With the case Q < L, the estimated channel values by means of (27) are quite inaccurate and unreliable due to the severe interference between the data symbols and training sequence. Actually, when L > 165, the correlation results in (7) will contain the interference from the previous OFDM data symbols and the matrix M in (11) is no longer a circulant matrix, which implies that the solution (27) is inappropriate. It should be pointed out that the scheme in [21] is just our special case and lack of a specific application scenario.
To further simplify the estimation, the computation of each separate channel tap is given bŷ
where R denotes the th element of the vector R. The second term in the bracket in (16) is denoted as
Notice that A is a constant and can be precalculated. Compared with (9), the additional complexity increase is trivial.
B. Proposed Channel Estimation Method for MISO DTMB Systems
The time domain MISO received signal at time instant n can be represented as
T , and
T represents the channel tap coefficients associated with the mth antenna.
The circular correlation output R m ( ) between the received signal y(n), n ∈ [k 0 , k 0 + Q − 1] and its locally generated m-sequence P m (n) = FH m (n ), n ∈ [k 0 , k 0 + Q − 1], n = 0, · · · , Q − 1, which corresponds to the th channel tap at transmit antenna m, is expressed as
According to the frame head design in Section II-C, the crosscorrelation between the m-sequences across adjacent transmit antennas can be given by
To guarantee that the received signals within the correlation window are not contaminated by neighboring data symbols, the following condition should be satisfied.
Plugging (17) into (18), we can obtain
Based on (20), (21) can be rewritten by
Without carrying out any interference cancellation, the rough channel impulse response can be written aŝ
It is noticed that (23) is used to make a comparison with the proposed scheme in the simulation results. Define
Neglecting the noise, and regarding R and h as the output and the input, respectively, the resultant linear equation can be constructed as
with
where M is an ML × ML system matrix. Though (24) and (10) are completely the same in the form, they are different in the dimension. Likewise, the system matrix M can be decomposed into the following form, i.e. M = FDF H , where [F] t,q = 1 √ ML e −j2πtq/(ML) , 0 ≤ t, q ≤ ML − 1. After some derivations similar to SISO DTMB systems, each diagonal element d i , (i = 0, · · · , ML − 1) of the diagonal matrix D is given by
Consequently, according to (33) wherein L should be replaced with ML, the solution of the estimated channel taps in a LS sense yieldŝ
Finally, the closed-form solution with respect to the th channel tap from transmit antenna m can be formulated aŝ
Notice that B is a constant. Hence, the second term in the bracket in (28) can be precalculated and stored. Remarks: It is evident that (28) is equivalent to (16) when M = 1, namely SISO DTMB systems. Consequently, (28) can be employed as a generalized channel estimation solution for SISO/MISO DTMB systems. Although the ATSC system is also able to conduct the channel estimation by means of the known training sequences like PN511 [23] , [24] , it is difficult to extend our method to ATSC system since the construction of its training sequence is not in a cyclic form.
Here it should be highlighted that the ISI and the CCI are cancelled jointly in the process of solving (24) . In comparison with the scheme (23) where M is approximated as the diagonal matrix by ignoring all "-1"s, our proposed channel estimation is more accurate particularly in high SNR regions with the negligible computational complexity increase. It is a common choice to carry out the interference cancellation by employing the iteration approach so as to avoid the matrix inversion [16] . However, [16] incorporates two layers of iterations: interior iterations used for the ISI cancellation (ISIC) and exterior iterations for the CCI cancellation (CCIC), which remarkably increases the receiver processing complexity.
C. TCCR Process
Different from CP-OFDM system, the frame structure of each TDS-OFDM symbol is not in a cyclic form due to the absence of cyclic prefix which renders the simple frequency domain equalization cumbersome. To utilize the conventional single tap equalization analogous to CP-OFDM system, a tail cancellation and cyclic restoration (TCCR) technique [25] is adopted to regenerate the cyclic convolution of frame body using the estimated channel information. The role of TCCR in the receiver is shown in Fig. 2 .
The detailed TCCR process for SISO DTMB system is identical to [7] and the redundant description is ignored here for avoiding unnecessary repetition. In addition, the frame heads of all the frames are composed of the same PN sequence. However, utilizing the PN sequences with different phase shifts between the adjacent frames can obviate the use of the estimated channel information and simplify TCCR process [13] , which is more beneficial to doubly selective channels thanks to the immunity to channel estimation error. Bear in mind that the objective of TCCR is to restore the cyclicity of frame body by applying the cyclic reconstruction technique in the time domain. To be specific, the received signal corresponding to the frame body in the case of no CP is forced to be equivalent to that with CP.
For MISO DTMB system, the specific TCCR process is illuminated in Fig. 3 . Fig. 3(a) denotes the received signal via channel propagation, where y 1h , y b , and y 2h represent the received signal regarding to the frame head in current frame, the received signal corresponding to the current frame body, and the received signal related to frame head in the next frame, respectively; Fig. 3(b) shows tails of frame head and frame body in current frame, which result from the multipath interference; Fig. 3(c) plainly illustrates the process of tail cancellation and the cyclic restoration related to frame body in current frame. Since the received signal comes from the superposition of multiple transmit antennas, the interference from the tail of the frame head to the head of the frame body is expressed by
with In addition, an alternative way to compute X 1m (n) is
Another interference from the tail of the frame body in current frame to the frame head in the next frame can be computed as
After the TCCR, the modified time-domain received signal corresponding to the frame body is represented as
As depicted in Fig. 2 , the obtained X(n) is first transformed into the frequency domain via FFT and then fed into the modified Alamouti decoder for MISO DTMB system or the frequency domain equalizer for SISO DTMB system, finally demodulated to produce the estimated transmit signal.
D. Complexity Analysis
The 'CR' algorithm proposed by Song in [7] is in essence the ordered ISI cancellation through a number of iterations, which incurs high computational overhead. The complexity comparison between the proposed channel estimation scheme and 'CR' algorithm is listed in Table I . It should be pointed out that both methods need first calculating the correlation output in (7), the complexity of which is not considered here. Furthermore, since 1/Q or 1/(Q + 1) is a fixed constant which is normally equal or close to an integer power of 2, a complex number multiplied with 1/Q or 1/(Q + 1) can be implemented by register shift additions. Consequently, the complex or real multiplications are unnecessary for two methods.
Substituting L = 80, iter = 10 into the corresponding items in Table I yields the results in the "example," where iter indicates the number of iterations for 'CR' algorithm. We can observe that the number of complex additions required by the proposed method is reduced by roughly 90% compared to the 'CR' scheme in [7] .
In the following, the scheme in [16] is used to make a comparison with the proposed method for MISO DTMB systems and their respective complexity is summarized in Table II . The interference cancellation algorithm in [16] is accomplished by three steps, in which both ISIC and CCIC require numerous iterations and frequent interference reconstructions with a huge computational overhead. Actually, the ISIC step in [16] capitalizes on the 'CR' algorithm in [7] . It should be highlighted that the proposed algorithm is performed only according to (28), in reality, which itself is capable of eliminating the ISI as well as CCI. In this table, iter denotes the maximum number of iterations required by CCIC in [16] where the maximum number of iterations for ISIC is set to be L. Specifically, for the scheme in [16] , iter times of correlations are required to calculate the correlation output and iter ·M times of convolutions are required to reconstruct the CCI. For the same reason mentioned above, the complex or real multiplications are also not employed for the scheme in [16] and the proposed scheme. Substituting the parameters iter = 10, L = 80, M = 2 into Table II leads to the results of the item "example." It is obvious that the computational complexity of the proposed approach is considerably lower than that of the scheme in [16] , and the former decreases to 1/392 times of the latter only in terms of complex additions.
IV. Simulation Results and Discussions
In this section, MSE and BER performances of the proposed channel estimation scheme will be evaluated by computer simulations under several frequency selective channel environments. The major simulation parameters for SISO/MISO DTMB system are described in Table III , where 64QAM symbol constellation is employed and convolutional code (conv. code) with code rate 1/2 is used as the forward error correction (FEC) code. Four categories of channel models are considered (see Appendix B in [16] ).
A. Simulation Results for SISO DTMB System
Both [7] and [16] utilize the 'CR' algorithm with the maximum iteration times L supposed. The problem is that whether the improvement of MSE performance will cease with the increase in the number of iterations. Hence, what we are interested in is that the effect of the number of iterations on 'CR' algorithm. In this subsection, MSE is defined as
where h stands for the actual channel in the simulation. The MSE performance curves with the different number of iterations are illustrated in Fig. 4 . Apparently, 'CR' method in [7] exhibits no better performance with more than six iterations under TU and Brazil E channel settings. As a consequence, it is sufficient to take six iterations. Moreover, it can be observed that the error floor with one iteration for Brazil E channel as shown in Fig. 4(b) is lower than that in TU channel as depicted in Fig. 4(a) , which implies that the channel with strong ISI benefits more from the iterative interference cancellation. Notice that we mainly compare the following several approaches:
1) The proposed channel estimation (CE) method for SISO DTMB systems; 2) 'CR' method with five iterations in [7] , denoted by 'CR [7] , iter=5'; 3) 'CR' method with two iterations in [7] , denoted by 'CR [7] , iter=2' ; 4) The rough CE method (9) , denoted by 'CE without ISIC'; 5) The ideal CSI.
As depicted in Fig. 5 , it is quite obvious that the MSE performance of the proposed method is superior to other schemes for TU channel as shown in Fig. 5(a) . The proposed CE method achieves approximately the same MSE performance as CE by Song with 5 iterations in Brazil E channel in Fig. 5(b) . The conventional CE quickly experiences an error floor under the simulated two channel models, which manifests the fact that the imperfect autocorrelation of m sequence is nonnegligible. Interestingly, although the proposed CE and 'CR' in [7] are different in approach, the almost equally satisfactory result can be acquired. Fig. 6 demonstrates the BER performance of the proposed scheme with 64QAM modulation under TU and Brazil E channels. The BER performance loss of the proposed method is just about 0.5dB compared with the ideal CSI while the BER performance gain of the proposed scheme is about 1dB compared with CE without ISIC in high SNR regimes. As expected, the performance curves between the proposed method and 'CR' algorithm [7] with 5 iterations completely overlap in consistence with the results in Fig. 5 . The BER performance under Brazil E channel in Fig. 6(b) is always superior to that under TU channel in Fig. 6(a) at the same SNR since the former with stronger multipaths benefits from multipath diversity. However, it should be illustrated that the complexity of the proposed scheme approximates to that of the rough CE method, whereas 'CR' algorithm [7] has higher computational overhead on account of the iterations and ordering operations based on the roughly estimated channel coefficients.
At the presence of Doppler shift f d , the MSE and BER performances of the proposed method are examined in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively, which reveals the sensitivity of the proposed scheme to Doppler shift in terms of MSE and BER performances. With the slight increase of Doppler shift, BER performance dramatically degrades. This is because BER performance is simultaneously affected by the accuracy of channel estimation and channel equalization scheme. Hence, the proposed scheme is mainly applicable to the static or quasi-static channels.
B. Simulation Results for MISO DTMB System
For MISO DTMB system, the normalized mean square error (NMSE) is defined as Note that here the expression of h is equivalent to h in (17) .
For MISO 2 × 1 system, the arbitrary two combinations of four channel models are chosen.
1) Brazil D Channel + Rural Channel (denoted by BRD+RU); 2) Brazil E Channel + Typical Urban Channel (denoted by BRE+TU); For MISO 3 × 1 system, the following two combinations are considered:
1) Brazil D Channel + Rural Channel+ Brazil E Channel (denoted by BRD+RU+BRE); 2) Rural Channel+ Brazil E Channel + Typical Urban Channel (RU+BRE+TU); The channel estimation schemes in the simulation include: 1) Ideal CSI;
2) The equation (23) without ISIC and CCIC;
3) The proposed method in Section III-B; 4) The iterative scheme in [16] . The NMSE performances are assessed in Figs. 9 and 10 for MISO 2 × 1 and MISO 3 × 1 DTMB system, respectively. As observed from those two figures, there exists three common features. First, the NMSE curves of the proposed scheme completely overlap under respective channel circumstances; Secondly, the proposed channel estimation algorithm achieves approximately the same NMSE performance as the iterative scheme in [16] regardless of the channel conditions; Third, the channel estimation obtained by (23) without ISIC and CCIC is far inferior to the other schemes, which means that the channel estimation by approximating m-sequence as an ideal delta function would suffer from a large estimation error. Interestingly, as shown in Fig. 9 , there is a significant performance gap between BRE+TU channel and BRD+RU Channel for the same scheme (23) without ISIC and CCIC. This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that the stronger ISI and CCI are available under BRE+TU channel circumstance. Consequently, we can conclude that our proposed method is more prominent than [16] in terms of the estimated precision as well as the low computational overhead. Figs. 11 and 12 provide the uncoded (without channel coding) and coded (with channel coding) BER performance comparisons with three different channel estimation schemes for MISO 2 × 1 system, respectively. As revealed in Fig. 11 , the proposed method has only about 1dB loss than the ideal channel estimation at the uncoded BER 5.18 · 10 −3 under two channel scenarios. Compared with the channel estimation without ISIC and CCIC, the proposed scheme achieves a about 5dB performance gain at the BER 7.05 · 10 −3 under BRE+TU channel, and a 2dB performance gain at the BER of 2.762 · 10 −3 under BRD+RU channel. It is worth noting that uncoded BER curves coincide with NMSE results in Fig. 9 . Fig. 12 shows the coded BER performance in combination with the convolutional coding and Viterbi decoding. Likewise, in contrast with the channel estimation without ISIC and CCIC, the performance gain of the proposed method is about 2dB at the BER of 4 · 10 −5 under BRE+TU channel and only 0.4dB at the BER of 4 · 10 −5 under BRD+RU channel. Moreover, the proposed method has a about 1dB loss at BER= 3.4 · 10 −4 in comparison with the ideal channel estimation in two channel scenarios. In short, the effectiveness of our proposed method is noticeable for MISO DTMB system.
To verify the effect of Doppler shift on the proposed scheme, Fig. 13 is depicted. It is clear that the Doppler shift that the proposed scheme can resist is quite limited and the system almost fails to work when the Doppler shift f d is equal to 50Hz, which manifests that our correlation-based channel estimation method does not aim at counteracting the timevarying channels.
V. Conclusions
We develop a simplified and generalized low complexity time-domain channel estimation scheme for TDS-OFDM based SISO/MISO DTMB systems. The imperfect autocorrelation and cross-correlation properties of m-sequences render conventional correlation-based channel estimation without interference cancellation quite inaccurate. Prior to the channel estimation, the frame head sequence design is described in detail. To maintain the system's backward compatibility, the modified Alamouti coding is utilized for MISO DTMB system, and the frame head sequence design of MISO DTMB system is completely grounded on that of SISO DTMB system. Furthermore, in order to enhance the accuracy of channel estimation, the proposed scheme takes the joint ISI and CCI cancellation into account with sufficient exploitation of the constant autocorrelation values (ISI coefficients) and cross-correlation values (CCI coefficients) of m-sequences. By constructing the linear equations with special system matrices, the calculation of matrix inversion is considerably simplified and a generalized closed-form solution is derived for SISO/MISO DTMB systems. Simulation results demonstrate that the performance achieved by our proposed approach is apparently superior to the scheme without ISIC and CCIC, and is comparable to the existing iterative interference cancellation schemes. In summary, the proposed frame head sequence design and the low-complexity channel estimation approach can be readily applied to the current TDS-OFDM based DTMB system with good backward compatibility.
Appendix
A. Derivation of Equation (14)
Prior to the derivation of (14) , an useful equality is required to be first demonstrated. Given a L × L Fourier matrix F with the (t, q)th entry of 
Proof: for the normalized Fourier matrix F, it is known that FF H = I, which can be expanded as . Substituting them into (33), it turns out to be (14) , thus the expression of G is easy to understand.
